
Pure Air Zone.
Restart in
Safety.
Stronger than ever.
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Welcome to
the Pure Air
Experience. 

Breathe
The 
Future.



Click on the image to see the U-earth manifesto video.
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Our mission video

Breathe the future.

https://vimeo.com/345733048
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Build a 
protection capsule 

around your 
company.

While making the world a better place



 U-earth Pure Air City ProjectOctober 2019 U.earth© 2019 All rights reserved

Air pollution kills and  is making us weaker 
against infections and diseases while causing 

climate change. 

U-EARTH DEVELOPED SMART  
BIOTECH AIR PURIFIERS  

ABLE TO NATURALLY 
TRANSFORM THE AIR CONTAMINANTS  

IN PURE AIR.

One
Stop
Solution
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Attract
And 
Destroy.

COVID-19 pandemic has 
highlighted how the lack of 
air quality control in closed 
spaces can generate a huge 
liability to the whole world.  


You can limit crossed 
contamination in confined 
spaces destroying the 
captured pathogens.
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U-earth provides a total Air Quality Solution, 
naturally destroying every kind of pollution. 

Including viruses and bacteria.

Create
Safe
Bubbles.
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A unique system with a antigen rapid test 
protocol is able to test for the presence of 
inactive captured SARS-CoV-2  from the 
water inside in the unit before it gets 
completely destroyed.


You can periodically test to check if the air 
in the area around the unit might have 
Benn affected by a COVID-19 positive 
person. Results in 10 minutes.

SARS-CoV-2 detection protocol.

Read whitepaper on hospitals case 
study during COVID-19 outbreak

Take
Total
control.

https://www.dropbox.com/s/4qy63zkmxc0tvp0/FINAL%20Manuscript_medRxiv_Submitted_24_11_2020_Final%20.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4qy63zkmxc0tvp0/FINAL%20Manuscript_medRxiv_Submitted_24_11_2020_Final%20.pdf?dl=0
https://www.dropbox.com/s/4qy63zkmxc0tvp0/FINAL%20Manuscript_medRxiv_Submitted_24_11_2020_Final%20.pdf?dl=0
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Following the COVID-19 outbreak U-earth has 
invested in developing at record time a new 
Patent  Pending Anti-proliferative  BioLayer 
coated with a natural active principle able to 
auto sanitise itself inside the mask.
U-mask is a reusable mask which has a shelf 
life of 4 years and up to 200 hours of    use 
without internal bacteria proliferation.

A higher level of protection specific for 
pathogens and tons of less waste 
compared to traditional disposable masks.

LEARN MORE

Total
Protection
Plan.

https://www.u-mask.eu/technology
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U-earth is a valid tool to protect 
hospital staff from pathogenic 
contamination during COVID 
outbreak.

Because
Experience 
matters.
Since 2012
READ MORE

https://www.u-earth.eu/medical
http://www.apple.com
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Installing U-earth equals the effect of  
planting concentrated forests you can 
claim in your sustainability action plan:

=
one AIRcel70

EQUALS PLANTING
a forest of 

276 OAK trees*
*in terms of efficiency in 
destroying air pollution. 

U-earth covers the air quality even for smog, VOC, 
superfine PM, Heavy metals, etc.  

It's like planting a forest in your working space.

Beyond
Bacteria
And virus.



INFORM  
THE WORLD.

Pure Air is a marketing tool.

You are a 
safe spot.



And made environments safe.



Make the world  a better place 

 
Pure Air Zone is the latest frontier of green marketing, 

through the creation of a community formed by 
companies using the system, united by the goal of 

actively contributing to making the world a better and 
safer place.

 
Certified Pure Air Zone Companies increase customers 

and sales by ensuring in their environments the 
highest quality of the most important asset for human 

life, pure air.

How U-earth is different
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A unique system with 
a performance you 
can display.

Show your individual performance

AIRcel70

U-monitor RESET



TANGIBLE 
BENEFITS 

OF PURE AIR.

Change for better, tenfold gains.

THE 8



Visceral Sense of Safety 
to restart the world.

Smell creates the most immediate and emotional of 
impressions, and is proven to influence purchase behaviour.  

The smell of Pure Air is  
the most powerful olfactory experience.  

Pure Air Zone is a tool to relaunch the economy after 
COVID-19.  When you enter a #certifiedpureairzone space , 
and you are aware of the fact that what you are breathing is  

clean air by the logo displayed on the door, your whole 
customer experience completely shifts to a relaxed, safe, 

thankful mood for that company.  

NOT TO MENTION YOUR EMPLOYEES SATISFACTION. 

Think about it next time you breathe.

#1

https://www.linkedin.com/search/results/content/?keywords=%23certifiedpureairzone&origin=HASH_TAG_FROM_FEED


Exponential Marketing ROI : 

+ Brand values,
green marketing,

sustainability credits
+ Large 

media coverage 
and social buzz

Pure Air Zone logo
communicates

awareness 

#2 #3 #4



Savings on 
energy cost

for less ventilation
= = Less 

carbon footprint

Exponential Cost Savings ROI : 

Pure Air

#6#5 #7
Less contagion

from airborne

Pathogens.



Brain activity SPECT SCANS.

Healthy 
brain. Air pollution. Alzheimer  

disease.
Alcohol and drug  

abuse.

#8  Dramatically Increase Productivity. 
Take care of your company’s most valuable assets : BRAINS.
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Click on the image to see Microsoft video.
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A video testimonial 

Breathe the future.

https://vimeo.com/353079701
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HOW IT WORKS plug and play



Air pollution does not 
respond to gravity or 
ventilation.

It can take them from 4 hours to infinite 
time to settle.
There is NO WAY you can suck them 
into an air purifier through a vent. 

92% of air 
particles are 

smaller than 0.5 
microns.

Problem #1 : CAPTURE IT



Size or type are not a limit anymore

#Unlimited attraction potential : Within 
U-earth biotech air purifiers air pollution 
is captured by Electrical Molecular 
Charge where water and air constantly 
flow. The smaller the better, without 
limits of contaminants type of particle 
size. No need for big and noisy vents.

A Solution like no other system in the world



A concentration of Nature  
at your service.

Plant a forest in a room.

U-earth system creates around it a Pure Air Zone thanks to a 
natural biophysical principle which relies on “grounding” 
towards the air purifiers all the surrounding particles by a 

completely Natural Electric Charge Attraction force 
regardless of being positioned in outdoor or indoor settings.

Each U-earth purifier creates a Pure Air Zone area around it 
between 100 and 150 sqm, with the same air pollution 
efficiency of 276 oak trees each unit depending on the 
surrounding contaminant concentration to be treated.  



U-earth destroys the air pollution captured by 
feeding it to friendly microorganisms that can 
naturally digest it into harmless elements 
which can be used as compost. No filters 
which get clogged and need to be changed. 
No concentrated pollution to carefully handle 
and dispose. And all captured pathogens will 
get killed.

Whatever you manage to capture 
you then have to deal with.

Once captured by traditional air purifiers, air 
pollution is then found concentrated form, 
dangerous, not sustainable, not efficient.
Filters get gradually clogged very fast thus 
performing at a very low rate and becoming a 
media for pathogens and mold spores to 
develop.

Problem #2 DESTROY IT : 



The Biotech solution - the captured contaminants 
are destroyed by U-Ox, a proprietary formula 
consisting of a consortium of microorganisms and 
enzymes which are added periodically in AIRcel bio-
reactors, and eat pollution not producing any harmful 
waste.
 

The  magic of natural bio-oxidation

How U-earth is different

https://vimeo.com/223006824
https://www.u-earth.eu/technology


The System

DETECT

CONTROL

DESTROY



The best available technology 

What about other technologies ?



What we remove and NATURALLY digest =  everything. Supported by extensive  
scientific publications READ HERE

Other  
professional 
 technologies

U-earth

https://www.u-earth.eu/validations
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Up working in minutes. No need for any structural work.
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To perfectly match your style
TOTAL 

CUSTOMIZATION



Pure Air is the ultimate luxury standard, of priceless value.

Customisable models 
( optional )

Aluminium.
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THANK YOU

www.u-earth.eu
www.pure-air-zone.com

www.u-mask.eu
info@u-earth.eu
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Pure Air Zone Italy srl
Via Bandello 16
Milano, Italy

U-Earth Biotech LTD
38 Craven Street
London, UK

Sustainable Workspaces
105 Sumner Street
London SE1 9HZ

Awards and Media

Uk.Italy
Business
Boost
Milano 2018


